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Abstract 

The spin-polarized KKR-CPA band structure calculations were done by KKR-CPA method on Mn ~_ .,Cr, As ~ries [both in 
ferromagnetic (FM) and anti-ferromagnetic (AFM) state], guided by the neutron diffraction measurements on CrMnAs. Our 
results show a specific evolution of the electronic structure. Going from AFM Mn~As to AFM CrMnAs, we found that the 
magnetic moments on Cr-atoms change a sign, crossing zero-value near x = 0.5. For the hexagonal CrNiAs com~und, the 
present KKR results, reveal a significant effect of lattice parameters on magnetic properties. Computed a and c lattice 
constants by minimizing total energy are 2-3% smaller than Iound in a new neutron diffraction experiment (at T ~ 117 K). 
Generally, our computations of the magnetic moments are in quite good agreement with values deduced from neutron data. 
(¢~ I~)t)7 Elsevier Science S.A. 
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I. Introduction 

Phosphides and arsenides of transition metals with 
formula MM°X usually crystallize in three different 
Cl~,,stal structure types: hexagonal P62m, tetragonal 
P4/nmm or orthorhombic Pinna. All these structures 
contain two common blocks, tetrahedral (T) and 
pyramidal (P) sites, which form the coordination of 
the metal atoms [I,2]. In M:X (M ~ Cr, Mn, Fc, Co 
and X ~ As, P) conlpounds, magnetic moments on 
atoms located in pyramidal sites always have a larger 
value than those in tetrahedral positions. The M: X 
compounds exhibit a variety of magnetic structures, 
which depend on crystal structure as well as con° 
stituent atoms [3], For instance, the tetragonal Fe:As 
is anti-ferromagnetic, which the hexagonal Fe: P shows 
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a ferromagnetic state [4]. In most ca~cs, the M~P 
compounds show ferro° or ferrimagnctic ordering, 
while the M~As systems are antioferromagnets, Solid 
solutions alloying end cJmpounds sometimes exhibit 
ordering characteristics, which can be related to the 
magnetic structure of both parent compounds. Such a 
behavior, when compared with Mn:A~ and Cr:As, 
was observed from the neutron diffraction analysis of 
the CrMnAs compound [5]. and inspired our band 
structure computations of Mn:~Cr ,  As series. 

In the hexagonal Cr:=,Ni,As system, a ferromag- 
netic component appears in the vicinity of the CrNiAs 
composition (x = 1.0), while apart from this range 
more complex magnetic structures occur [~]. The 
appearance of ferromagnetism is associated with a 
strong change in the cell parameters, The effect of 
lattice constants variation on magnetic behaviors in 
this compound is discussed in conjunction with the 
band structure calculations. 
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In ¢ompari~n with the above-mentioned systems 
the tetragonal VMnAs is considered, where only Mn 
atoms display magnetic moments. 

2, The ~ - C P A  method 

We implemented and carried out the full charge 
and spin seLf-consistent calculations by the 
Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) method (without 
any adjustable parameter) on ordered as well as on 
di~rdered systems with the use of the coherent po- 
tential approximation (CPA) [7-9]. For all compounds 
as well as alloys, the muffin~ttn potentials were con- 
structed within the local spin density approach, em- 
ploying the exchange-correlation part of the 
Barth-Hedin form [10]. For the final potentials, the 
total aensity of states (DOS), site-decomposed com- 
ponent DOS, as well as/-decom~x)sed (with imp,, == 2) 
partial DOS were compu',,d. The integration in k- 
space (using 85 k-points in the in'educible part of the 
Brilloui, zone) was performed by the tetrahedron 
method as de~ribed in ~przyk and Mijnarends [11]. 

We used the KKR-CPA code with the generalized 
Lloyd formula [7] and the complex energy plane inte- 
gration techniques on elliptic contour when comput. 
ing spin-polarized charge densities [8,91. 

The e~rimental lattice constants and atomic posi- 
lion~ u~ed in our 'i~an.lr~ structure calculation~ are 
!i~ted in Table I, apart from the CrNiA~ compound 

. ~ > ,  . ~ ,  Sc¢. 3,2). Since the lattice co|lstant~ of Mn,~,s 
and CrMnA~ are very ¢lo~e, we took the ~ ~mon,d 
p~m|meter~ t~r the Mn: ,Cr, As (11 <.~' < I) alloys hy 
intcrpoh|ting them between b,,~'der ~!uc~0 

3, Results and discussion 

3, I, Mn: , Cr, As 0 < x < I 

The Mn: ,Cr, As system keeps a P41nmm strut. 
tur~ in the whole range of x, but various Wpes of 
antioferromagnetic (AFM) orderings occur when com. 
paring Cr:As, CrMnAs and Mn,As and compounds 

(see, Fig. 1). The neutron studies of the CrMnAs [5] 
showed that, Cr(T) magnetic moments are arranged 
as CdT) in Cr.,As, while Mn(PI magnetic moments 
are coupled as MnCP) in MnzAs. 

The aim of the electronic structure study of AFM 
Mn.,_,Cr, As, was to detect the change of magnetic 
ordering when passing from Mn_,As to CrMnAs. The 
spin-polarized KKR-CPA calculations were per- 
formed in the unit cell doubled along the c axis 
(containing four formula units). Experimental results 
[5] show that Cr atoms in CrMnAs system dominantly 
occupy (= 80%) tetrahedral sites. In the KKR-CPA 
calculations of Mnz_,Cr, As, we assumed, that Cr 
atoms are distributed only on tetrahedral sites. 

The results for the concentrations x ~ 0.0 and x 
1.0 give one-impurity properties of Cr{3f) in Mn:As 
and Mn(3f) in CrMnAs, respectively. 

In Fig. 2, the variations of the magnetic moments 
Con T~, T, and P~, P, sites) in Mn,._,Cr, As are 
presented. The total magnetization per unit cell is 
zero for the whole range of x, as a consequence of 
AFM ordering. Interestingly, the composition depen- 
dence measurements of T~ [14] show a discontinuity 
at x ~ 1).6, close to the point where we detected 
zero-value of magnetic moment on Cr atoms. At this 
content we have sign changing of the spin-polariza- 
tion of electrons on Cr-sublattices. 

In Fig. 3 we present the densities of states spectra 
in anti-ferromagnetic Mn~As, CrMnAs and Cr, As 
¢om~unds. From the compone'.:t DOS one can see 
the p~ !,tllZ~HlOn of electronic states oil non-equivalent 
tet~'ahedeal ,'rod pyramld~! ~ile~ (T~, P~, T~ and P~) 
lhat results in the tollowing values of magnetic mo- 
men!s (in g~) =11.43, 1.7{,, 0.43, -1.70 in Cr:As; 
~0.62, - 2.%, 0.62, 2.96 in CrMnAs and 1,77, - 3,57, 
--137, 3.57 in Mn~As, The above-mentioned KKR. 
results are slightly different than the end-point values 
presented in Fig. 2, since only the positional parame- 
~t:ts were changed in the KKR-CPA computations. 

The calculated magnetic moments are in satisfying 
agreement with the following neutron diffraction data: 
O,~l btt|, !,34/,q~ [13] tot (teAs and 0.83 #,~, 2.97 # .  

TaMe | 

|~iI|i~ patamc|¢~ and atomic pt~itmn~ u~cd m the KKR caI~ulalmn,~ 

("~mq~lu~Id ~p~t¢c gtmq~ a {~! ~ (J~ Tcmd~cd~ul ,,ilc ~'tamidal ',i|c 
..... .... ......... ......................... 

M~ A~ P4/mmtt 3,7,~,t~ ~,~t~t Mn Mn {,~ ~ qL331,~ As ( z ~ qL?35) 
VM~A~ P~hmtm ,~ 722 ~.4~3 V Mn {: ~ O,351) As { :  ~ 0,727) 

>__ 

.... ........................ i ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

h~t tcm~$umd.~, sy~¢ms~ %{PMt~mm type) p+cscntcd I~low, abe.ms t~cupy lctrM~cdral (2a): |0,0,0] and pyramidal ~2c~: {|12, 0, : ) posilons, la lhz 
h'cx~nal (rNt.A~ (l~,~m ty~)  Ni atom:~ trct.'up,,~ tctrah,cd~nl (3(): lx.O.Of C~ ah~ms t~¢upv px,~amidal (3g): [x,0,1121 positions, wltih: As atoms 
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T I  

Cr As CrMnAs Mn2As 
Fig. !, The schematic magnetic  structures of the Mn.,As, CrMnAs 
and Cr ,  As compounds. The  tetrahedral (T) and pyramidal (P) 
positions are marked by circles and squares, respectively. The T t, 
T:  and Pt, P: denote  inequivalent tetrahedral and pyramidal posi- 
tions in the doubled unit cell along the c-axis. 

[5]; 0.4 ~a, 3.1 It a [14] for CrMnAs (see also Table 2). 
In fact, for the CrMnAs sample, the effective mag- 
netic moments on P and T sites were measured, 
accounting for a certain Mn-Cr disorder detected in 
the experiment [5]. As far as the Mn2As system is 
concerned, the KKR computations give the magnetic 
moments on T and P sites 1.77 /~t~ and 3.57 ,u~, 
respectively, which are close to the experimental ,al- 
ues 1.8/~a, 3.4 At a (at room temperature) and 2.2/x a, 
4.1 ~a tat liquid-nitrogen temperature)[15]; but the 
computed magnetic moment on T-sites given above is 
quite far from 3.5/~n measured in Austin et al. [16]. 

As it was previously shown for the system Fe:P in 
[41, tl~e use of our ab initio magnetic Ibrm factors in 
the refinements of neutron diffraction data may result 
in better agreement between computed and observed 
atomic magnetic moments. 

3.! CrNL, Is 

In the hexagonal Cr~: ,Ni,As system, the appear° 
ante of ferromagnetism is associated with strong 
changes in the cell parameters (c goes to a maximum 
and a decreases smoothly with x) [6]. Thus, we per- 
formed our band structure calculations for a few 
different values of a and c. Otherwise, the estimated 
magnetic moments both of chromium (P) and nickel 
(T) may deviate markedly from the respective values 
deduced from neutron diffraction and magnetization 
measurements 15]. 

in Fig. 4 we show the total energy E, ,  of the 
CrNiAs (in ferromagnetic g,°ound state) as a function 
of a and c lattice constants. The equilibrium values 
a,:¢ a~ld c,:,. derived from the two-dimensional Eta,c) 
plot are 5.~2 ,~ and 3.54/~, respectively. These values 
are smaller than the experimental data, a ~ 6.108 
and c = 3.656 ~,, observed at RT (see, Table 1). Re- 
cent refinements of new neutron diffraction data col- 
lected at T-- 117 K for the CrNiAs sample give the 

Mna-~Cr, As 
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x 

Fig. 2. Atomic magnetic moments  variations in Mn ~_ ,Cr,  .As (0 < x 
<11. 

lattice constants a = 6.069 ,~ and c = 3.626/~ in bet- 
ter agreement. In our total energy analysis the posi- 
tional parameters were not changed, which may give 
the rise to an additional discrepancy. We are not 
aware of any temperature dependence measurements 
of x(3f)and xt3g). 

Interestingly, with our acq and Ceq, the KKR com- 
putations give the magnetization per formula unit 
#,h ~ 1.31 #n, which is close to the measured value 
ttex p -- i.22 #a. In Fig. 5 we present the variations of 
the magnetic moment on Cr site vs. c parameters at 
three values of the a lattice constant. In contrast to 
the strong influence of a and c values on the ~c~, 
this effect is not so pronounced as far as the ~N, is 
concerned. The value of the magnetic moment on Ni 
site changes between 0.05 and 0.20 ~, .  

If comparing the magnetic moments in CrNiAs 
from the neutron diffraction measurements [5] #c, ~ 
0.65 ~u and P,N, ~ 0.55 ~n, with the KKR results at 
the RT lattice data (a ~ 6.108 A and c ~ 3.656 A) we 
find Per ~2.50 ~a and pN,~0.16 /~n in striking 
difference. When looking at these magnetic moments 
at computed a,:,t and c~, t lattice data, we get p,:~ ~ 123 
Pa and PNI ~ 0.12 Pa. Although the agreement with 
the neutron data cited above is much improved, it is 
not very satisfactory. If looking at the DOS of CrNiAs 
at Ni(3f) position t3rd column in Fig. 6) we find its 
value at EF relatively small, unlike what one can 
expect from experimental PN~ ~ 0.55 ~a. 

If comparing our results on CrNiAs with the previo 
ous LMTO calculations [12], we find close agreement 
when considering magnetic moments (see, Table 2) 
and DOS-shapes (3rd column in Fig. 61, however, the 
equilibrium lattice constant (a ~ 5.92 ,~) from ouro 
KKR-method is slightly smaller than a ~ 5.975 A 
(c-value not reported) from Ishida et al. [12]. 

The above presentation shows that the magnitude 
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of the magnetic moments, particularly on Cr atoms, is 
very sensitive to the change of a and c lattice con- 
stants. Thus the future theoretical and ex~rimental 
sludies of such system based on CrNiAs, should also 
f~'us on the magneto=elastic properties. 

The tetr~gonal VMnAs (fully ordered phase), where 
the one electron is 'removed' due to replacing Cr with 
V at the tetrahedral site, show AFM ordering of 

magnetic moments on Mn atoms. Both calculations 
and experiments give a zero magnetic moment on the 
V site, that was found in many other transition el¢= 
meat com~)unds containing vanadium. Me  low value 
of DOS al E~ on V~site (see. 2nd column in Fig. 6) is 
uot sufficient to fulfil the local Stoner's criterion and 
may explain the zeroovalue of V magnetic moment. 
When i~king at the Mnosit¢ we find a very strong 
spin-~iarization with a resulting magnetic moment, 
3.33 #B (in FM state) or slightly less, 3,25 ~u from 
the computations carried out assuming AFM order- 
ing. 



Table 2 
Magnetic moments on pyramidal and tetrahedral sites in men- 
tioned arsenides: comparison between neutron diffracton measure- 
ments data and the KKR band structure results 

Compound Magnetic moments 

Total T-site P-site 

Neutron KKR Neutron KKR 

P. 
%,- 

qP 
Cr 2 As 0.0 0.40 a 0.43 1.34 a 1.75 
CrMnAs 0.0 0.83 b 0.63 2.97 b 2.96 

- -  0.4 c - -  3.1 c - -  

Mn2As 0.e, 1.8 (2.1) d 1.77 3.4 (4.1) d 3.57 
- -  3.5 e - -  3.7 e - -  

VMnAs 0.0 0.0 b 0.0 3.12 b 3.25 
CrNiAs 1.22 b 0.65 b 1.23 - 0.55 b O. 12 

_ __ 1.19 f - -  0.11 r 

"[131. 
1'[51. 

~II4l. 
"[151. 
~[161. 
f[12] LMTO-ASA method. 

4. Conclusions: 

From the comparison of the above-mentioned sys- 
tems, we conclude that the magnitude of magnetic 
moments as well as the type of magnetic ordering 
strongly depend on a substituted metal and distances 
between atoms. In the Mn:+,Cr,.As series, the 
Mn-Mn distance seems to be important in the forma- 
tion of different types of AFM ordering. On substitut- 
ing Mn by Cr in Mna~,Cr, As, a systematic change of 
polarization of Cr(T) DOS wits found, which resulted 
in the change of the mutual alignment of the mag- 
netic moments on tetrahedral and pyramidal sites. In 
that sense, from ab initio KKR-CPA calculations we 
observe the specific evolution of the electronic and 
magnetic structure when passing from the Mn2As to 
the CrMnAs compound. The similar effect on densi- 
ties of states can be expected in Cr-rich Mn,_xCr, As 
(1 <x < 2) alloys, where the magnetic ordering on 
pyramidal sites becomes similar to that of the Cr2As. 

From the densities of states in the AFM CrMnAs 
(se,~, 2nd column in Fig. 3), we observe, that Er lies 
in a valley between DOS-peaks. The calculated DOS 
of the CrMnAs in the ferromagnetic stat~ (see, 1st 
column in Fig. 6) show drastic differences between 
densities of states at Er for spin-up and spin-down 
electrons. One then can expect interesting magneto- 
transport properties. 

In the CrNiAs compound the KKR results show a 
strong influence of the a and c lattice constants on 
the magnitude of calculated magnetic moments. This 
must be taken into account for a fair comparison of 
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Fig. 4. The total energy Eto t (relatively to the Etm in minimum) of 
the ferromagnetic CrNiAs vs. a and c lattice constants derived 
from the KKR computations. 
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Fig. 5. The calculated magnetic moment on the Cr~3g) site in the 
hcxag~onal CrNiAs for various a and c lattice constants, 

band theory and neutron results. Further experimen+ 
tal and theoretical studies were undertaken to get 
more insight into the magnetic and crystal phases of 
Cr a ° + N i~ As. 

The understanding of magnetic properties of 
VMnAs, as observed in neutron diffi'action measure° 
ments and resulting from the gKR°computatim,s is 
quite satishctory, with magnetic moments agreement 
on V and Mn sites. 
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